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Dear Joint Committee on the draft Online Safety Bill,
As you finalise your report, we want to summarise our position on what a good Bill looks like.
As you know, Reset advocates for “harm reduction by design” and content neutral
interventions which stem the frictionless virality of harmful content (both legal and illegal). By
addressing the mechanisms of recommender systems and algorithmic amplification rather than
the content they carry, changes to product and practice reduce harms to the public while
protecting freedom of speech. This view is shared by many in civil society.
The Bill must contain a legally binding requirement for platforms to implement content agnostic
solutions to reduce harm through changes to product design, feature and practices. Examples
of these should be set out by the regulator and include measures to slow virality and
amplification. Platforms must also demonstrate -- using these new mitigation measures -- how
they will reduce harms to public safety, national security and election integrity. They must
evidence this by providing a risk mitigation report and implementation plan to the regulator.
These documents must meet, but ideally go beyond, standards set by the regulators in a Code.
To enforce this, the regulator should set out binding transparency measures which shed light on
how companies monitor, measure and prevent harm. Crucially, the regulator must have
unequivocal powers to investigate the systems and processes (including the algorithmic
systems and the data that feeds them) of companies in scope. In addition, the Bill should
mandate data access to the regulator and vetted third party researchers to anonymized data
streams and internal product safety research.
Without the above, the Bill becomes a content Bill - hinging on the deletion (or not) of content.
A policy limited to the removal of illegal content that fails to address the systems of
recommendation and amplification will fail to provide adequate protection for public health,
safety, and security. Both the Government and the Joint Committee have stated repeatedly
that the Bill should go far beyond content, and focus on harm in the system of platforms. The
above proposals would ensure that the Bill meets those objectives.
For specific examples of both content neutral interventions and radical transparency, we refer
you to both the testimony of Frances Haugen and the open resources of the Integrity Institute.
In addition, research conducted at MIT has demonstrated that simple accuracy prompts can
have dramatic effects in reducing the proliferation of disinformation online.
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